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The startup world is full of 
innovation and potential – 
and many investors are ready 
to boost this potential. That 
usually involves financial 
support but can also mean 
providing office space, 
mentorship, or access to a 
business network. The question 
is: How does the founder of a 
young startup – like you are – 
find the right investor? 

To put it short: It ultimately depends on a variety 
of factors such as the concrete stage your startup 
is in, the kind of support you need and wish from 
an investor, and of course which investors fit your 
business idea when it comes to professional know-
how and matching values.

If you want more concrete information as well as tips 
from business insiders, just keep reading. Not only 
will you gain valuable insights, but we have also put 
together a comprehensive list of 25 German investors, 
including their sectors, number of investments and 
investment stage focus. The highlight are links to 
their portfolio and contact information. With those, 
you can directly determine if you see your startup 
as a good fit within a specific portfolio and can get in 
contact with the respective investor.

Follow the 10-point-checklist we established for you 
to prepare the initial contacting of a Venture Capital 
and increase your chances of receiving the support 
your startup needs from the investor(s) that fits best.
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Early Stage Startup 
– Which stage are you in?

Pre-Seed Stage           Early Stage                   Growth Stage              Late Stage                    

Phase before official funding Financial rounds in this stage 
are called Seed and Series A

Financial rounds in this stage 
are called Series C-E Established market player

Development of ideas  
and products

First market entry with 
Proof of Concept Production is expanding Focus on entry into  

new markets

Market research Business plan must be finalized Hiring of further employees Generates profit

Business plan ready  
but subject to changes

Funding enables capital-
intensive testing or approval 
procedures

Most important KPI: Growth Can finance itself

Start of the search for investors, 
Business Angels or VC Must have: 

   Proof of Concept
    Organizational structure  

is planned

No longer depends 
on investors

Usually participation in 
accelerator or incubator 
programs

Looking towards  
an IPO

Must-have: Pitch Deck



Seed Phase Series A

First official equity  
funding stage

Series A investors typically aim 
to receive a shareholding of 
15-20%

Seed funding helps startups to 
finance first steps, like product 
testing and development

Higher amounts of money 
involved than in Seed Phase

Hiring of first employees Hiring of further employees

Sometimes a seed funding 
round is all a startup needs to 
get “off the ground”

Most investors want a track 
record to have fewer risks

A startup goes through four pre-defined stages 
within a regular lifecycle: the Pre-Seed Stage, 
the Early Stage, the Growth Stage, and the Late 
Stage. Most likely, your startup is currently in 
the Early Stage. You will need so-called Seed 
Phase funding, potentially followed by Series A 
funding.

The Early Stage is divided in:
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During the Seed phase, your startup usually goes 
through the very first official stage of equity funding. 
Seed funding enables you to finance the first steps of 
your startup. Your best chances for investment are 
Business Angels. After this stage, your startup may be 
able to function independently and without any external 
funding. However, in most cases additional rounds of 
funding follow and are, in fact, expected. After all, it’s 
one of the possible exit strategies for investors.

After the Seed phase, you move on to Series A funding 
that typically involves higher amounts of money that 
usually comes from a Venture Capitalist. In order to win 
over a VC, you need to demonstrate that you have a 
viable business model with strong growth potential.

Business Angels Venture Capital

Business Angels are individuals 
who invest lower amounts of 
money in early startups they 
are interested in. They are often 
successful business people 
who support startups not only 
with capital but also, and more 
importantly, with mentoring 
and the introduction to a 
valuable network.

Venture Capitalists 
professionally manage the 
money of other people and 
use that money pool to invest 
in promising startups. They 
usually invest larger amounts 
of capital and also provide 
startups with a business 
network to make connections. 
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How to Find Your Perfect Match  
as an Early Stage Startup

IMPORTANT TIPS WITH LINKS:

    Find everything startups need in their  
Series A data room here.

    Find here all information to score points with potential  
investors in the financing round from our colleague Alberto.

    We suggest this process for you:

    Check out this guide from our Investment Team  
on the best practices when reaching out to VCs.     

During the Early Stage, many factors 
are relevant for your startup, including 
the setup of your business plan, the 
uniqueness of your product/service, and 
interpersonal relationships. Especially 
during the Seed Phase, you do not have a 
big need for capital yet. Instead of focusing 
on mainly financial support you should rely 
on investors that give you access to their 
know-how and insights to their specific 
sector. Investors and Business Angels 
are some of the most important financiers 
of Early Stage startups. Obviously, it makes 
sense to seek support from an investor 
with a specialization that fits your 
business idea. 

Check out the portfolio of your potential 
investor to see if they already finance a 
startup in your sector. If they do, figure out 
what makes you special and sets you apart 
from the other startups. You should also 
check how their past investments turned 
out (e.g., Exits, IPO, M&A) to get an idea 
on the financial strength of the investor. 
You can use Crunchbase to track this 
kind of information.

Broaden your financial horizon: Find 
a diverse mix of investors from different 
fields to gain more reach, more traction, 
and more access for your business.

Investors will expect you to have a data 
room so they have a one-stop shop to 
easily access all the information 
required for their due diligence: 
Employee contracts, Articles of 
Association, shareholder 
agreements, customer and  
lead list, financial plan, technical 
documentation etc. 

1.    Have the checklist you find on the next page  
filled out and your pitch deck ready.

2.   Create your personal Tier list following the  
example of Alberto.

3.   Try to get a warm intro, starting from Tier 3.

4.   Create the data room and add documents  
according to VC requests.   

https://eniacvc.medium.com/what-startups-need-and-dont-need-in-their-series-a-data-room-1ca60cf47f10
https://www.wayra.de/blog-categories/investment
https://www.wayra.de/blog/how-to-get-fund
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1GXmgmBTXVArwyvg2FH2tVk93xPLkMMABjdVtmNC6KAY/edit#gid=642343812
https://eniacvc.medium.com/what-startups-need-and-dont-need-in-their-series-a-data-room-1ca60cf47f10


As an Early Stage startup, 
financial support is of  
secondary importance  
to you. What you need  
is an investor with expertise 
who can give you valuable 
insights to their sector. 

However, the financial aspect does of course play some 
part. After all, you need to test your product/service, 
hire employees, pay for approval processes, and get your 
business market ready.

To master the next step, you need to answer crucial 
questions about your startup – for yourself as well as 
for potential investors – and reach out to the exact 
financiers that fit your startup best. To save you some 
time, we have put together a list of the 25 best German 
investors that focus on startups in their Early Stage. Use 
it as a starting point and start getting in contact with the 
people that can boost your business!
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Venture Capital

5G

Sectors

Internet of Things 

Artificial Intelligence

Cyber Security

Fintech

HR Solutions

Network

Retail/Omnichannel

Software/IT

Industry/Industry 4.0

Cleantech

New Materials

Marketplace

SaaS

Mobility

Food/Agriculture

Manufacturing

Space

Healthcare

B2B

Cryptocurrency

Life Sciences

Biotechnology

Automotive

Communication Software

Banking

Finance/-Software

Smart Cities

Transportation

Robotics

Real Estate/Construction

Media/Entertainment

Sport

Security

Fashion

Business/Productivity Software

Aerospace and Defence
Analytics

Deep Tech

Industrial Technologies

News/Publishing

E-Commerce
E-Health/Health Software

Legal

Sales

Travel/Hospitality

Virtual Reality

Insurtech

Regtech

Digital Society
Digital Health

Energy
Enterprise Software
Environmental Services

Education

Marketing

Logistics

Consumer

Hardware

Information and  
Communications Technology (ICT)

mHealth

IT Consulting

Climate

Interactive Entertainment

Lifestyle

Coaching

Adtech & Martech

Business Intelligence
Big Data
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Top German Investors Who  
Focus on Early Stage Startups
To put together this list of investors, we focused on specific 
criteria. We decided to go with investors that display a wide 
profile of sectors, concentrate on Seed and Early Stage 
investments, and are well-versed in working with startups. 

The list does not represent a ranking. Instead, the startups 
are listed in no particular order.

6
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Sectors
5G, Internet of Things, AI, Cybersecurity, 
Fintech, Retail and Omnichannel, HR 
Solutions, Network

Investments 1152

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.wayra.de/portfolio

Contact information https://www.wayra.com/contact 
E-Mail:  investments_de@wayra.org

Sectors Software/IT, Industry 4.0, Cleantech, 
New Materials

Investments 81

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A, Late

Portfolio https://ecapital.vc/portfolio/?fwp_
portfolio_status=active 

Contact information https://ecapital.vc/contact/ 
Phone: +49 251 703 767 0

Wayra Germany is part of Wayra, the world’s most global, connected, 
and technological open innovation hub. Since 2012 Wayra operates in 10 
countries within Telefonica’s footprint. Wayra Germany is a very attractive 
investor for startups as they not only bring cash to the table, but also 
revenues and global traction with a reputable corporation. Wayra invests 
in B2B/B2B2C seed and pre-series A startups in the fields of AI, big data, 
network technologies, cybersecurity, IoT and HR.

1.

eCAPITAL is a venture capital firm that provides early to growth stage 
funding to technology companies in the fields of software & information 
technology, cybersecurity, industry 4.0, new materials and cleantech. 
Founded in 1999, eCAPITAL has a long history of supporting entrepreneurs 
determined to build companies with lasting significance.

2. 
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Sectors Artificial Intelligence, Marketplace,  
SaaS, Venture Capital

Investments 175

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A, Late

Portfolio https://www.pointnine.com/p9-family# 

Contact information

https://www.pointnine.com/ 

Typeform: https://pointninecap.
typeform.com/to/f4VKlR5z?typeform-
source=www.pointnine.
com#referrer=website

Sectors
Energy, Mobility, Food, New Materials, 
Manufacturing, Space, Healthcare,  
Digital Society

Investments 16

Investment Stage Focus Seed

Portfolio https://freigeist.com/portfolio/ 

Contact information
https://freigeist.com/contact/ 
E-Mail: office@freigeist.com
Phone: +4922894498164

Point Nine Capital is a Berlin-based venture capital firm focused 
exclusively on early-stage Internet investments in areas like Software-
as-a-Service (SaaS), online marketplaces and mobile. The fund and its 
managers, Pawel Chudzinski and Christoph Janz, have backed a number 
of highly successful Internet companies such as Delivery Hero, Clio, 
Shiftplanning, Vend, Typeform and Zendesk from their earliest stages.

Freigeist Capital is a venture capital firm that specializes in early-stage 
venture investments. It was founded by Marc Sieberger, Frank Thelen, 
and Alex Koch.

3. 

4.
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Senovo focuses on early stage B2B SaaS investments. They believe 
that SaaS should be the dominant model for delivering software 
and that this tectonic shift will continue to create great market 
opportunities.

Btov is an European venture capital firm managing institutional funds, 
partner funds and direct investments of private investors. With 
investment teams in Digital and Industrial Tech, btov invests EUR 50m 
per year in high growth companies with ticket sizes from EUR 0.25m to 
3.5m.

5. 

6. 

Sectors B2B, SaaS

Investments 32

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://senovo.vc/portfolio/ 

Contact information

https://senovo.vc/team/ 
E-Mail: alex@senovo.vc;  
frederick@senovo.vc; lucas@senovo.vc; 
markus@senovo.vc; mona@senovo.vc; 
mike@senovo.vc; omar@senovo.vc 

Sectors Venture Capital, Digital Tech,  
Industrial Tech

Investments 139

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A, Late

Portfolio https://btov.vc/portfolio/ 

Contact information

https://btov.vc/contact-us/ 
E-Mail Berlin: berlin@btov.vc
Phone Berlin: +49 30 346 55 84 00
E-Mail Munich: munich@btov.vc
Phone Munich: +49 89 122 218 050
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BlueYard is a small venture capital firm that takes risks on great people 
with transforming ideas at early stages. BlueYard is based in Berlin, 
invests across Europe and is closely tied to the US. BlueYard is industry 
agnostic and very thesis driven. They are looking for founders that 
are shaping the future of tech and engineering.

Astutia Ventures has been investing in innovative start-ups with 
outstanding growth potential since 2006. Their investment focus is  
in the areas of smart cities, future of commerce and digital lifestyle.  
To entrepreneurs and companies in their early growth stages, they 
offer venture capital, a truly international business network and 
specialized know-how in order to support successful development  
and sustainable growth.

7. 

8. 

Sectors
Cryptocurrency, Life Sciences, 
Biotechnology, Automotive, 
Communication Software

Investments 23

Investment Stage Focus Series A

Portfolio https://blueyard.com/

Contact information https://blueyard.com/
https://blueyard.medium.com/

Sectors Banking, Finance, Smart Cities

Investments 31

Investment Stage Focus Series A

Portfolio https://www.astutia.de/ 

Contact information
https://www.astutia.de/# 
E-Mail: astutia@astutia.de
Phone: +49 89 2302284-0
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Sectors Cyber Security, Internet of Things, SaaS

Investments 18

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio http://vito.vc/portfolio/ 

Contact information http://vito.vc/ 

Sectors
Enterprise Software, Fintech, 
Transportation, Robotics, Health, Real 
Estate, Media, Foods, Sport, Security, 
Energy, Fashion, Home Living

Investments 53

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://lafamiglia.vc/ 

Contact information https://lafamiglia.vc/imprint/ 
E-Mail: ciao@lafamiglia.vc

Vito Ventures invests in break-through tech and business startups in 
the fields of IoT, B2B marketplaces, enterprise, SaaS and energy tech.

LaFamiglia is a VC fund backed by entrepreneurs investing in seed stage 
companies. They are a family of entrepreneurs, Business Angels, 
family businesses and industry leaders who nurture great founders 
through networks & capital. Following their principle of “People, not 
sectors” they rather focus on innovators with passion that are willing  
to take risks and companies that transform markets rather than 
specific sectors.

9. 

10. 
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Sectors
Environmental Services, Business/
Productivity Software, Aerospace and 
Defence, Communication Software, 
Automotive

Investments 44

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://uvcpartners.com/#portfolio 

Contact information
https://www.uvcpartners.com/contact
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
uvc-partners/ 

Sectors Deep Tech, Fintech, Health, Industrial 
Tech, Marketplaces & Consumer, SaaS

Investments 196

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.speedinvest.com/portfolio 

Contact information
https://www.speedinvest.com/pitch
E-Mail: office@speedinvest.com
Phone: +43 660 776 1109

Unternehmertum Venture Capital Partners (UVC Partners) is a Munich-
based early-stage venture capital firm that invests in European 
technology-based startups. UVC Partners focuses on investments in 
the areas of industrial technologies, enterprise software and mobility. 
The fund typically invests between Euro 0.5-3m initially and up to Euro 
12m in total per company.

Speedinvest is a venture capital fund for tech start-ups. The company 
collaborates with entrepreneurs in achieving their goal of building great 
companies. It is involved in early stage investments and specializes in 
operational support. Speedinvest partners with a global network, that 
includes operations in Silicon Valley, to become a key investment and 
development hub for Europe’s start-up community.

11. 

12.  
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Sectors News, Publishing

Investments 41

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.sevenventures.de/de/
portfolio  

Contact information
https://www.sevenventures.de/de/
kontakt  
E-Mail: info@sevenventures.com

Sectors
Artificial Intelligence, E-Commerce, 
FinTech, Legal, Media and Entertainment, 
SaaS, Sales, Travel, Virtual Reality

Investments 24

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.seedandspeed.com/
portfolio#vc 

Contact information
https://www.seedandspeed.com/
submit-pitch-deck/ 
E-Mail: info@seedandspeed.de

Seed + Speed Ventures is a seed venture capital firm based in Berlin. 
They invest in innovative digital business models and new technologies 
in the B2B and B2C sector mainly in the German speaking countries. 
As part of the Maschmeyer Group with offices in Hanover, Munich, 
Berlin and San Francisco, they provide innovative startups with equity 
investments and sales support.

13. 

14. 

SevenVentures is the biggest TV media investor worldwide. As the 
investment arm of the ProSiebenSat.1 Group, they are the ideal partner 
for B2C growth companies, especially in the consumer goods, retail and 
service sectors that have the potential to achieve sustainable success 
through the use of TV advertising. Zalando is a great case to illustrate 
how companies can benefit from their media power and become 
market leaders within a short period of time.
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Sectors Fintech, Insurtech, Regtech,  
Cyber Security, Mobility

Investments 18

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.alstincapital.de/en/home/

Contact information
Typeform: https://alstin.typeform.
com/to/pMrsFs?typeform-source=www.
alstincapital.de
Phone: +49892 55 43 72 50

Sectors

Business Software, Commerce, 
Cybersecurity, Digital Health, Education, 
Fintech, Food & Agriculture, HR, Insurtech, 
Manufacturing & Industry 4.0, Marketing, 
Media, Mobility & Logistics, Real Estate & 
Construction, Travel & Hospitality

Investments 94

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.project-a.com/portfolio/ 

Contact information

https://www.project-a.com/contact/
E-Mail: info@project-a.com
Typeform: https://pipedrivewebforms. 
com/form/d42e459739053cfd7bdc273f1 
dfc875a1870894d42e459739053cfd7b 
dc273f1dfc875a1870894  

Alstin Capital is an independent venture capital fund based in Munich. They 
invest in fast-growing technology companies that have the potential to leverage 
the significant market potential of the future and become market leaders. 
In doing so, they do not invest solely in compelling technology, but more 
importantly in the entrepreneurs behind the technology.

Alstin supports entrepreneurs with capital & know-how so they can grow 
faster and more successfully. The basis of the investment is the conviction that 
entrepreneurial know-how, long-term transaction experience, international 
networks & sales excellence are the success factors for sustainable growth. The 
team brings various complementary strengths to help each investment succeed.

Project A is a venture capital investor focusing on early stage startups 
with Euro 440m assets under management. In addition to capital, 
Project A provides operational support to its portfolio companies 
through their 100 functional experts across the startup building stack. 
The portfolio includes companies such as Catawiki, WorldRemit, 
uberall, Homeday, Spryker, Kry and Voi.

15.

16. 
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JOIN Capital is an early stage VC focused on pre-Series A investments 
in Industry 4.0 and enterprise tech. Their portfolio companies are front 
and center at factories, delivering smart machinery and robotics for 
high-volume manufacturing. They are behind the scenes with powerful 
algorithms for managing global production systems.

IBB Beteiligungsgesellschaft mbH is a venture capital and mezzanine 
arm of Investitionsbank Berlin specializing in seed/startup, early 
venture, and mid venture investments. The firm invests in technology-
oriented companies and companies from the creative industries.

17. 

18. 

Sectors B2B, Enterprise Software, SaaS

Investments 14

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.join.capital/portfolio/ 

Contact information

https://www.join.capital/connect/ 
E-Mail: hello@join.capital
Typeform: https://jc815714.typeform.
com/to/tFy25L36?typeform-
source=www.join.capital
Phone: +493026565607

Sectors Consumer & Digital, Healthcare, 
Industrial Technologies, Software & IT

Investments 132

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.ibbventures.de/de/
portfolio

Contact information
https://www.ibbventures.de/de/contact
E-Mail: info@htgf.de
Phone: +49 30 403 66 48 00
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High-Tech Gründerfonds (HTGF) is a seed investor that finances high-
potential, tech-driven startups. With EUR 895.5m in total investment 
volume across three funds and an international network of partners, 
HTGF has already helped forge more than 500 startups since 2005.

Creandum is an early stage venture capital firm from Sweden, focusing 
on technology companies within the consumer, software, and hardware 
industries.

19. 

20.

Sectors
Hardware, Health Care, Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT), Life 
Science, mHealth, Software

Investments 594

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.htgf.de/en/portfolio-2/ 

Contact information
https://www.htgf.de/en/  
E-Mail: info@htgf.de
Phone: +49 30 403 66 48 00

Sectors Software, Automotive,  
Life and Health Insurance

Investments 180

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A, Late

Portfolio https://www.creandum.com/portfolio/

Contact information https://www.creandum.com/contact/
hello@creandum.com
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HV Capital is a Munich- and Berlin-based venture capital firm that 
supports founders in developing their internet companies.

Since 2000 HV Capital has been investing in internet and technology 
companies through various generations of funds and is one of the most 
successful and financially strongest early stage and growth investors 
in Europe. HV Capital has already invested in around 200 companies, 
including Zalando, Delivery Hero, FlixMobility and SumUp. The total of 
all HV Funds amounts to Euro 1.7b. The company supports startups 
with capital between Euro 500,000 and Euro 50m. This makes HV 
Capital one of the few venture capitalists in Europe that can finance 
startups through all growth phases.

Cherry Ventures is a seed and early stage fund, founded by a team 
of entrepreneurs with substantial experience in building fast-scaling 
technology companies. It is based in Berlin but invests across Europe at 
the seed stage. Its goal is to add value by supporting its venture teams 
in building successful and sustainable businesses. The company is on a 
mission to add strategic value – not just capital.

21.

22. 

Sectors IT Consulting, Software,  
Aerospace and Defence, Energy

Investments 351

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A, Late

Portfolio https://www.hvcapital.com/companies 

Contact information
https://www.hvcapital.com/ 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/
hvcapital/

Sectors
Climate, Consumer, Fintech, Healthtech, 
Industry, Interactive Entertainment, 
Lifestyle, Mobility, SaaS

Investments 80

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.cherry.vc/portfolio/ 

Contact information https://www.cherry.vc/contact/ 
E-Mail: investors@cherry.vc
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Cavalry Ventures invests in early stage, disruptive companies. Cavalry 
is founded and led by a team with deep founder and investment 
experience themselves. They are hands-on, operations-driven and 
laser-focused on enabling early stage entrepreneurs who have the 
ambition to transform important markets to build the next big thing.

Capnamic is a venture capital firm from Berlin/Cologne doing early 
stage investments in outstanding teams in Germany/Austria/
Switzerland. The team’s expertise includes 70+ investments, 30+ 
successful trade sales and 13+ IPOs as well as broad professional 
experience across various industries and functions. Capnamic unites 
institutional and corporate investors thus offering its portfolio 
companies a unique network of sparring partners and customers.

23. 

24. 

Sectors Health Software, Coaching,  
Financial Software, Media, Industry 4.0

Investments 24

Investment Stage Focus Pre-Seed, Seed

Portfolio https://cavalry.vc/ 

Contact information https://cavalry.vc/ 
E-Mail: hello@cavalry.vc 

Sectors
Adtech & Martech, Business Intelligence, 
IoT, AI, Cybersecurity, Marketplaces, 
Analytics, Big Data, E-Health, Mobility, 
Fintech & Insurtech, VR

Investments 52

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://capnamic.com/ 

Contact information

https://capnamic.com/contact/ 
Typeform: https://capnamic.
typeform.com/to/RZPdnL?typeform-
source=capnamic.com
E-Mail: info@capnamic.com



Pitch your idea here: 
investments_de@wayra.org

Wayra Germanywww.wayra.de

GET IN CONTACT
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42CAP is a seed stage investment firm based in Munich, Germany. 
They initially invest Euro 0.5 to 1.5m in seed-stage tech- and data-
driven companies across Europe with global ambition. With eCircle they 
previously built one of Europe’s largest SaaS companies and sold the 
profitable business to Teradata (NYSE:TDC) in 2012.

25.

If you want to get to know 
us better feel free to visit our 
website and LinkedIn profile:

Sectors Marketplace, SaaS

Investments 26

Investment Stage Focus Seed, Series A

Portfolio https://www.42cap.com/ 

Contact information https://www.42cap.com/ 
E-Mail: info@42cap.com
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